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Abstract
Rationale Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a chronic condition that has wide-ranging negative effects on an individual’s
health and interpersonal relationships. Treatments with long-term benefits are needed to promote the safety and well-being of
those suffering from PTSD.
Objectives To examine long-term change in PTSD symptoms and additional benefits/harms after 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA)-assisted psychotherapy for treatment of PTSD.
Methods Participants received two to three active doses of MDMA (75–125 mg) during blinded or open-label psychotherapy
sessions with additional non-drug therapy sessions. PTSD symptoms were assessed using the Clinician-Administered PTSD
Scale for DSM IV (CAPS-IV) at baseline, 1 to 2 months after the last active MDMA session (treatment exit), and at least
12 months post final MDMA session (LTFU). A mixed-effect repeated-measures (MMRM) analysis assessed changes in CAPSIV total severity scores. The number of participants who met PTSD diagnostic criteria was summarized at each time point.
Participants completed a long-term follow-up questionnaire.
Results There was a significant reduction in CAPS-IV total severity scores from baseline to treatment exit (LS mean (SE) = − 44.8
(2.82), p < .0001), with a Cohen’s d effect size of 1.58 (95% CI = 1.24, 1.91). CAPS-IV scores continued to decrease from treatment
exit to LTFU (LS mean (SE) = − 5.2 (2.29), p < .05), with a Cohen’s d effect size of 0.23 (95% CI = 0.04, 0.43). The number of
participants who no longer met PTSD criteria increased from treatment exit (56.0%) to LTFU (67.0%). The majority of participants
reported benefits, including improved relationships and well-being, and a minority reported harms from study participation.
Conclusions PTSD symptoms were reduced 1 to 2 months after MDMA-assisted psychotherapy, and symptom improvement
continued at least 12 months post-treatment. Phase 3 trials are investigating this novel treatment approach in a larger sample of
participants with chronic PTSD.
Trial registration clinicaltrials.gov Identifier: NCT00090064, NCT00353938, NCT01958593, NCT01211405, NCT01689740,
NCT01793610
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Introduction
Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a chronic mental
illness that affects approximately 3% to 4% of the general
population, 17% of US war veterans who served in Iraq or
Afghanistan (Hoge et al. 2004; Kessler et al. 2004), and
32% of emergency personnel and first responders (Hoge
et al. 2004; Javidi and Yadollahie 2012). Symptoms of
PTSD include avoiding places, activities associated with
the trauma, negative effects on mood and cognition, hypervigilance, and intrusive thoughts or memories, sometimes to the extent of re-experiencing the traumatic event
(Koenen et al. 2017). Although treatments are available,
patients often either do not respond or discontinue their
prescribed treatment and experience relapse. Novel treatments are therefore needed to produce long-term benefits
in those who suffer from PTSD.
Evidence-based treatments for PTSD include pharmacotherapies and/or psychotherapies (Cipriani et al. 2018; Lee
et al. 2016), which appear to perform moderately well when
compared with placebo. Pharmacological treatments for
PTSD typically require daily administration of medications,
and symptoms often return when patients discontinue their
medications (Batelaan et al. 2017). Psychotherapies for
PTSD, compared to pharmacotherapies, have greater effects
with more enduring benefits (Kline et al. 2018; Lee et al.
2016; Merz et al. 2019) and typically have lower dropout
rates. This is particularly true of trauma-focused therapies,
which are considered first-line treatment for PTSD, that require participants to engage with trauma-related thoughts,
feelings, and responses (Lee et al. 2016; Steenkamp et al.
2015). However, many people with PTSD still fail to adequately respond to or tolerate available pharmacological or
psychotherapeutic interventions with common reasons for
treatment dropout to include worsening of psychiatric symptoms, hospitalization, disengagement from treatment, and side
effects from medications (Eftekhari et al. 2013; Goetter et al.
2015; Mott et al. 2014; Resick et al. 2002; Schnurr 2007).
Novel treatments for chronic PTSD are needed, especially
among individuals who do not respond to conventional
treatment.
In 2017, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) designated 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA)assisted psychotherapy as a Breakthrough Therapy after
their assessment of preliminary results from phase 2 clinical trials. MDMA-assisted psychotherapy combines
MDMA, a monoamine releaser with a unique pharmacodynamic profile (Bershad et al. 2016; Kirkpatrick et al.
2014), that when administered in a therapeutic setting, appears to increase the tolerability and effectiveness of psychotherapy (Bershad et al. 2016; Feduccia et al. 2018;
Kamilar-Britt and Bedi 2015). MDMA-assisted psychotherapy is a drug-assisted psychotherapy similar to
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psychedelic-assisted psychotherapies, such as those using
psilocybin or LSD (Feduccia et al. 2018; Feduccia et al.
2019; Mithoefer et al. 2016). MDMA is administered in a
setting designed to enhance and support the therapeutic
effects of the compound. Modern formulations of
psychedelic-assisted psychotherapy retain attention to set,
or immediate mental and emotional state, and setting, or
treatment environment featured in early clinical use of
classic psychedelics (Grof 2008; Mithoefer et al. 2016).
Similar phase 2 clinical trials of LSD and psilocybin have
been conducted to treat anxiety in people with a cancer
diagnosis (Gasser et al. 2014; Griffiths et al. 2016; Grob
et al. 2011).
Potential mechanisms underlying the observed therapeutic
effects of MDMA-assisted psychotherapy include acute
changes in brain activity associated with emotional memory
processing (Carhart-Harris et al. 2015; Gamma et al. 2000),
which may reduce distress when facing traumatic memories,
an increase in emotional empathy for self and others, and
greater self-compassion (Baggott et al. 2015, 2016; Bedi
et al. 2010, 2014; Schmid et al. 2014). Another proposed
mechanism is enhancement of fear extinction (Feduccia and
Mithoefer 2018) suggested by nonclinical studies indicating
that MDMA can enhance this process in rodents (Young et al.
2015; Young et al. 2017).
The present analysis extends the follow-up of participants
across six phase 2 clinical trials who had participated in a
treatment protocol consisting of two or three 8-h psychotherapy sessions combined with MDMA for treatment of PTSD.
Initial findings from these and other trials published elsewhere
(Mithoefer et al. 2018, 2019, 2011; Oehen et al. 2013;
Ot’alora et al. 2018) have shown MDMA-assisted psychotherapy was both safe and efficacious with medium to large effect
sizes (Feduccia et al. 2019). Pooled analyses from the six
double-blind randomized controlled studies (n = 103) found
participants who received 75 to 125 mg MDMA (active dose)
in two blinded experimental sessions, spaced a month apart,
had significant reductions in Clinician-Administered PTSD
Scale for DSM IV (CAPS-IV) total severity scores at the 1to 2-month follow-up compared with participants who received 0–40 mg MDMA (placebo/control dose), with a large
between-group effect size (Cohen’s d = 0.8) (Mithoefer et al.
2019). Active dose participants also experienced additional
benefits including reduced depression symptoms after
MDMA-assisted psychotherapy. Overall, active treatment
was well-tolerated throughout the study period with a dropout
rate of 7.6% (Mithoefer et al. 2019).
The long-term benefit of MDMA-assisted psychotherapy
was supported by preliminary evidence from the first phase 2
trial. In a longitudinal study, reductions in PTSD symptoms
were stable up to 17 months after MDMA-assisted psychotherapy (mean 45.4 months) (Mithoefer et al. 2013). The primary aim of this analysis was to expand upon the initial
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findings by pooling data from all six phase 2 trials to examine
long-term effects of MDMA-assisted psychotherapy on PTSD
symptoms and other benefits/harms. Participants in all six
trials underwent a long-term follow-up assessment at least
1 year post-treatment to assess PTSD symptom severity and
complete a long-term follow-up questionnaire (LTFUQ),
which assessed both benefits and harms from participation
in the phase 2 clinical trials. Available data were pooled to
achieve a larger sample size to examine the LTFU data and to
inform the design of long-term assessment of treatment outcomes in phase 3 trials.

Methods
To examine long-term changes in PTSD symptoms after
MDMA-assisted psychotherapy, secondary treatment endpoints, and long-term follow-up data across six phase 2 trials
were pooled for analysis. The six studies were similar in study
design and treatment protocol and were conducted between
April 2004 and March 2017 at five study sites, including the
USA (two sites; MP-1, MP-8, and MP-12), Canada (MP-4),
Switzerland (MP-2), and Israel (MP-9). Eligibility criteria included 18 years of age or older, chronic PTSD (6 months or
longer), a CAPS-IV score of ≥ 50 (all studies except MP-4) or
≥ 60 (MP-4), and inadequate response to previous psychotherapy and/or medication for PTSD. Participants were recruited
through Internet advertisements, referrals by healthcare professionals, and word of mouth.
In these trials, the study design consisted of a blinded study
segment, an open-label crossover, and long-term follow-up
(LTFU). Participants who met the study inclusion criteria after
screening were randomized to either (i) a control group (inactive placebo; 25 mg, 30 mg, or 40 mg MDMA) or (ii) active
dose group (75 mg, 100 mg, or 125 mg). Control participants
received active MDMA (100–125 mg) doses during the openlabel crossover. By treatment exit, all participants received
active doses of MDMA in either blinded or open-label sessions. In the present study, baseline, treatment exit after active
MDMA doses, and LTFU data were included for secondary
analyses. MDMA used for treatment in US sites was synthesized by David Nichols at Purdue University, and by Lipomed
AG, Arlesheim, Switzerland, for non-US studies. Gelatin capsules were compounded with lactose to produce equivalentweight capsules across dose groups. All studies were approved by Institutional Review Boards, and all study participants provided written consent for participation. Details of the
specific study designs, inclusion/exclusion criteria, therapeutic methods, and the primary analysis results of group differences during the blinded segment are available in previous
publications (Mithoefer et al. 2018, 2019, 2011, 2013;
Oehen et al. 2013; Ot’alora et al. 2018).
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MDMA treatment
Participants began treatment with three 90-min preparatory
therapy sessions, followed by two 8-h psychotherapy sessions, spaced a month apart, with administration of active
MDMA (75–125 mg) or a comparator/placebo dose (0–
40 mg). Participants and the co-therapy team (male/female)
were blinded to group assignments. During all experimental
sessions, 1.5-2.5 hours after the initial dose administration,
participants were offered an optional supplemental dose equal
to half of the initial dose. Participants stayed overnight with a
night attendant after drug administration sessions. Three 90min integrative sessions followed each experimental session,
with the first occurring the morning after an experimental
session. Participants received brief telephone calls for 7 days
after the experimental sessions by one of the therapists for
safety monitoring. The same co-therapy team met with a participant for all sessions. The manualized treatment approach is
detailed in the MDMA Treatment Manual (Mithoefer 2017).
Most participants who received 100 mg or 125 mg in a
blinded segment had a third active dose session (blinded or
open-label depending on the study), with the exception of participants enrolled in the first US study (MP-1, prior to the
amendment permitting an open-label session) and one study that
had only two sessions (MP-9). Nearly all participants assigned
to the control group (0–40 mg) had two blinded sessions, except
for (i) one study (MP-8), where one participant in the 75 mg
group and two participants in the 30 mg group had three blinded
sessions (a study amendment later permitted entry into the crossover segment after two rather than three sessions) and (ii) another study (MP-2) that enrolled active and control dose participants
in three blinded sessions. Across the six studies, the control
group (0–40 mg) and six participants in the 75 mg group crossed
over to receive two to three open-label sessions with full dose
MDMA (100–125 mg) and associated integrative sessions. Two
participants in one study (MP-9, Israel) served as open-label
lead-ins during supervision of new therapy teams, where they
received two open-label MDMA (125 mg) sessions. Treatment
exit was designated as the last endpoint where CAPS-IV was
assessed after the last full active dose (100–125 mg) MDMA
session, either blinded or open-label (Fig. 1).
Long-term follow-up assessment occurred at least
12 months after the final active dose MDMA session for each
participant and included completion of the CAPS-IV (all studies) and a LTFUQ (all studies except MP-2). The long-term
follow-up consisted of two visits, one with the independent
rater who conducted the CAPS-IV and a meeting with the
therapists. In some cases, visits occurred via telephone or video call. In study MP-1, LTFU occurred on average over
3.8 years after the study because it was added later as part of
a study amendment. For all other studies, the LTFU assessment occurred approximately 12 months after the last active
MDMA session.
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Fig. 1 Study consort flow
diagram

488 Preliminary telephone screens

326 Excluded aer phone screen

162 In-person screens

54 Excluded aer in-person screen

108 Enrolled

1 Excluded for not meeng
eligibility criteria aer enrollment

105 Randomized
2 Open-label Lead-ins

31 Randomized to Control Group
10 Received 0 mg
8 Received 25 mg MDMA
7 Received 30 mg MDMA
6 Received 40 mg MDMA

31 Completed post second experimental
session endpoint

74 Randomized to Acve MDMA Group
7 Received 75 mg MDMA
9 Recevided 100 mg MDMA
58 Received 125 mg MDMA
2 Open-label MDMA (125 mg) Lead-ins

74 Completed post second experimental
session endpoint*
51 Completed post third experimental
session endpoint*

30 Open-label Crossover (25 from 0-40 mg; 6 from 75 mg)
30 Completed post second open-label session endpoint*
27 Completed post third open-label session endpoint*

91 Completed the Long-term Follow-up Endpoint
91 Completed the CAPS-IV
83 Completed the Long-term Follow-up Quesonnaire

*Treatment Exit (n=100) was the last endpoint aer two or three acve dose MDMA
sessions in either the blinded or open-label segment

Assessments
Outcome measures were administered at baseline, 1 to
2 months post two or three experimental sessions (including
blinded and open-label segments), and at long-term follow-up.
Treatment exit was defined as data from the last endpoint after
the final full active dose MDMA session prior to the LTFU
assessment. Available time points were included in the present
analysis to compare changes up to long-term follow-up.
The Clinician-Administered PTSD Scale for DSM IV
(CAPS-IV) is a structured interview designed to assess

PTSD symptom severity and diagnosis, using the recognized symptom clusters provided in DSM-IV (Blake et al.
1995; Nagy et al. 1993). It is a semi-structured interview to
assess the frequency and duration of three symptom clusters (i.e., avoidance, intrusion, and hyper-arousal), along
with overall distress. The CAPS-IV yields one total severity score, our primary outcome measure, and a diagnostic
score based on whether PTSD criteria were met (versus not
met). In all six studies, the CAPS-IV was conducted by an
independent rater who was not present during any of the
therapy sessions.
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Clinical investigators and sponsor staff designed the
LTFUQ to determine whether participants perceived any benefits or harms from study participation and to track elements
of recovery that were not included in measures of PTSD
symptoms, such as changes in interpersonal relationships, personal growth, and spirituality (see LTFUQ in the
supplemental content). The sections on benefits and harms
were nearly identical in structure, with language made as consistent as possible. Participants were first asked about the presence of benefits or harms and then asked about the strength of
the benefit or harm on a five-point Likert scale, with 1 = slight
and 5 = large or severe. An item also asked about duration:
whether the benefit or harm was still apparent at 12-month
follow-up and to what degree on a 1–5 Likert scale. If a benefit
or harm was still present, participants were asked to rate
whether it had diminished, remained the same, or had grown
over time. The questionnaire also collected information about
current therapy, psychiatric medications, and Ecstasy and other substance use since treatment exit.
The LTFUQ was administered in English in studies in the
USA (MP-1, MP-8, and MP-12) and Canada (MP-4) and was
translated into Hebrew for study MP-9. The first LTFU questionnaire (used in MP-1) contained questions about benefits
and harms of study participation, the potential benefit of additional therapy soon after the last or at a later time point,
current and new medications and psychotherapy, use of
Ecstasy prior to enrollment and at long-term follow-up, and
use of alcohol and cannabis. The questionnaire used in MP-1
asked about psychotherapy in an open-ended manner whereas
later questionnaires asked whether past or current psychotherapy was for PTSD, another psychiatric condition, for personal
growth, or another reason. Subsequent revisions of the
LTFUQ also included items asking about occurrence of stressful life events and use of specific psychoactive substances. A
hard copy of the LTFUQ was completed either at home or at
the the study site.
Suicidal ideation and behavior were collected at all visits
and twice during the 7 days of contact in four of the six studies
(MP-4, MP-8, MP-9, and MP-12) using the clinicianadministered Columbia Suicide Severity Rating Scale (CSSRS) (Posner et al. 2007, 2011), a structured interview addressing presence and intensity of suicidal ideation and
behavior.

Statistical analysis
Data from six phase 2 trials were pooled for secondary analyses of long-term effects of MDMA-assisted psychotherapy
on PTSD symptoms and other benefits/harms. The modified
intent-to-treat (mITT) set included participants who completed
at least one active dose of MDMA (75–125 mg) treatment in
blinded or open-label sessions and a follow-up assessment. A
mixed-effect model repeated-measures (MMRM) analysis
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was used to compare changes in CAPS-IV total severity
scores at baseline, treatment exit (last follow-up 1 to 2 months
after the last active dose MDMA session), and long-term follow-up (12+ months after the last MDMA session). The
MMRM model included baseline CAPS-IV scores, study
(six individual phase 2 studies) as a fixed effect, and participant as a random effect. Age, PTSD duration, sex, race, and
prior self-reported Ecstasy use (substances assumed to contain
MDMA) were added stepwise to the base model to assess
relationships between each variable and the primary outcome
variable. Within-subject pre-/post-treatment effect sizes were
calculated with Cohen’s d (Kadel and Kip 2012). Descriptive
statistics were performed to summarize sample demographic
and baseline characteristics, the (i) frequency and proportion
of participants who no longer met CAPS-IV diagnostic criteria
or had a 15-point reduction in CAPS-IV total severity scores,
(ii) suicidal ideation and behavior from C-SSRS, and (iii) responses to the LTFUQ (where question stems were identical
across studies and data were available). SAS software version
9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, N.C.) was used for all analyses.

Results
Sample
A total of 107 participants with moderate to severe PTSD
were enrolled across the six studies. Eight participants did
not complete treatment, and six of the eight participants
underwent at least one experimental session prior to
discontinuing study participation. Sixty-two of the participants (57.9%) were female, and 45 (42.1%) were male, with
an average age (SD) of 40.5 (10.63) years. Most participants
were white/Caucasian (89.7%). The average duration of
PTSD at baseline was 214.1 (189.32) months. At the last
endpoint after the active treatment phase (treatment exit),
100 participants had received an active dose of MDMA (75–
125 mg) in two to three blinded or open-label sessions
(Table 1). The long-term follow-up CAPS-IV assessment
was completed by 91 participants. Eighty-three participants,
who received at least one active dose of MDMA, completed
the LTFUQ, and three participants from the first study (MP-1)
completed the LTFUQ only, without completing the CAPS
(Mithoefer et al. 2013). Thirty participants from the control
group (0–40 mg) and six participants from the 75 mg group
crossed over to open-label active full-dose MDMA sessions
(Fig. 1; see eTable 1 for previously unpublished CAPS data
from the open-label crossover). See previous publications for
detailed CONSORT flow diagrams, demographics, baseline
characteristics, and results from the blinded segment
(Mithoefer et al. 2018, 2019, 2011, 2013; Oehen et al. 2013;
Ot’alora et al. 2018).
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Summary of individual study designs

Study NCT #

Location

MP-1

NCT00090064 Charleston,
South Carolina

MP-2

NCT00353938

MP-4

NCT01958593

MP-8

NCT01211405

MP-9

NCT01689740

MP-12 NCT01793610

Population

MDMA doses

Active MDMA Long-term
follow-up
sessions
completedb

Crime, veterans

0 mg (n = 8),
1 (n = 2)
125 mg (n = 15) 2 (n = 11)
3 (n = 9)
Biberist, Switzerland Various
25 mg (n = 5),
3 (n = 12)
125 mg (n = 9)
Vancouver, Canada Various
0 mg (n = 2),
3 (n = 6)
125 mg (n = 4)
1 (n = 1)
Charleston,
Veterans, firefighters, 30 mg (n = 7),
South Carolina
police officers
75 mg (n = 7), 3 (n = 18)
125 mg (n = 12) 5 (n = 5)
6 (n = 1)
Be’er Ya’aqov, Israel Various
25 mg (n = 3),
2 (n = 9)
125 mg (n = 7)a
3 (n = 26)
Boulder, Colorado
Various
40 mg (n = 6),
100 mg (n = 9),
125 mg (n = 13)

Publications

CAPS (n = 16) (Mithoefer et al. 2011, 2013)
LTFUQ (n = 19)
CAPS (n = 11) (Mithoefer et al. 2019;
LTFUQ (n = 0)
Oehen et al. 2013)
CAPS (n = 6)
(Mithoefer et al. 2019)
LTFUQ (n = 6)
CAPS (n = 24) (Mithoefer et al. 2018, 2019)
LTFUQ (n = 24)

CAPS (n = 9)
(Mithoefer et al. 2019)
LTFUQ (n = 9)
CAPS (n = 25) (Mithoefer et al. 2019;
LTFUQ (n = 25)
Ot’alora et al. 2018)

NCT clinicaltrials.gov identifier, n number of participants
a

The first two participants were open-label (125 mg MDMA) and were included in the efficacy analyses

b

At treatment exit

Treatment exit and long-term follow-up CAPS
The primary efficacy evaluation on change in CAPS-IV
total severity scores showed significant reductions in
PTSD symptom severity at treatment exit compared to
baseline (LS mean (SE) = − 44.8 (2.82), p < .0001). The
within-subject Cohen’s d effect size was 1.58 (95%
CI = 1.24, 1.91). CAPS-IV total severity scores decreased
further from treatment exit to LTFU (LS mean (SE) = −
5.2 (2.29), p < .05), with a Cohen’s d effect size of 0.23
(95% CI = 0.04, 0.43), demonstrating the efficacy and stability of treatment outcomes of MDMA-assisted psychotherapy. The covariate analysis was significant for study
in the MMRM to suggest changes in CAPS-IV differed
across studies (eTable 2). The frequency of participants
not meeting PTSD criteria according to the CAPS-IV at
treatment exit was 56.0% and increased to 67.0% at the
LTFU. Compared to baseline, 82.0% of participants
achieved a clinically significant drop of 15 points or
greater in CAPS-IV total scores at treatment exit, and
26.4% had a 15-point or greater decrease from treatment
exit to LTFU. There were 11 (12.1%) participants who
experienced a relapse, defined as a 15-point or greater
drop in CAPS-IV scores at treatment exit but then a 15point or greater increase in scores from treatment exit to
LTFU (Table 2).

Suicidal ideation and behavior
Four of the six studies administered the C-SSRS (n = 68). In
this study sample, which consisted of participants with

chronic PTSD, 86.8% (59 participants) reported lifetime positive ideation, 36.8% (25 participants) lifetime serious ideation, and 42.6% (26 participants) lifetime positive behavior.
At baseline (between enrollment and first experimental session), 60.3% (41 participants) reported positive ideation, and
1.5% (1 participant) reported positive behavior. At LTFU,
24.2% (15 of 62 participants) reported positive ideation since
the last assessment at treatment exit, 1.6% (1 participant) reported serious ideation, and no participants reported any suicidal behavior.

Long-term follow-up questionnaire: harms and
benefits
At 12-month follow-up, 97.6% of participants across studies
reported experiencing benefits, and among the participants
who reported benefits, 92.2% reported that some to all benefits lasted with 53.2% indicating large benefits that lasted or
continued to grow (see Table 3). Participants’ responses to an
open-ended question on benefits from treatment varied and
included changes in other symptoms and improvement in other facets of life (see eTable 4 for details). Seven participants
across all studies reported experiencing harms (8.4%), and
two participants reported those harms were present at 12month follow-up (3.1%). Six of seven participants rated the
degree of harm experienced during the study as 3 or lower on a
five-point scale, and one provided a rating of 4. No participants reported any harms as severe, and all participants who
reported harm also reported at least one benefit. The most
common harm reported was worsened mood (n = 3, 3.6%)
and other harms (n = 3, 3.6%) (Table 3). On the LTFUQ, nine
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CAPS-IV total severity scores and PTSD diagnostic criteria
Total

CAPS-IV total score, LS mean (SE)
Baseline (n = 107)
Treatment exit (n = 100)
Change baseline to treatment exit
LTFU (n = 91)
Change baseline to LTFU
Change treatment exit to LTFU
CAPS-IV diagnostic criteria met, no. (%)
Treatment exit, n (%)
No
Yes
LTFU, n (%)
No
Yes
CAPS-IV 15-point drop
Baseline to treatment exit, n (%)
No
Yes
Treatment exit to LTFU, n (%)
No
Yes
Relapse at LTFUa, n (%)
No
Yes

85.1 (1.91)
40.2 (2.73)
− 44.8 (2.82)
35.0 (2.66)
− 50.6 (2.68)
− 5.2 (2.29)

p value

< .0001
< .0001
.0245

56 (56.0)
44 (44.0)
61 (67.0)
30 (33.0)

18 (18.0)
82 (82.0)
67 (73.6)
24 (26.4)
80 (87.9)
11 (12.1)

a

Relapse defined as participants who had a CAPS score drop of 15 points
or more at treatment exit and a ≥ 15-point increase in CAPS scores from
treatment exit to long-term follow-up

participants reported a relapse of PTSD symptoms since completing the active treatment phase. Of these, all nine indicated
they had experienced one or more significantly stressful
events. Among those who reported any study harms, six of
seven participants at treatment exit (86%), and five of seven
participants at LTFU (71%), had clinically significant (≥ 15
points) reductions in PTSD symptoms since baseline.
Factors associated with having benefits vs. harms were
assessed using available data, with statistical comparisons limited by the imbalance in the total number of participants who
reported any benefits (n = 81) vs. any harms (n = 7).
Preliminary data indicated higher baseline mean CAPS-IV
scores among participants who reported any harms (mean
(SD) = 94.4 (19.56) vs. reporting benefits 87.5 (17.57)).
Additionally, those who reported any harms had smaller reductions in CAPS-IV scores at treatment exit (mean (SD) = −
36.7 (27.21) vs. reporting any benefits − 48.9 (27.11)). CAPSIV change scores, however, were comparable from baseline to
long-term follow-up between those who reported any harms
vs. any benefits (mean (SD) = − 52.3 (39.51) vs. − 53.7
(25.57)), respectively (data not shown).

Current treatments and substance use at long-term
follow-up
At baseline, 26 of 55 participants (47.3%) reported therapy for
PTSD vs. 22 participants (40.0%) at LTFU. Approximately
one-third of participants (31 of 41) who reported therapy for
any reason at baseline also reported therapy at LTFU.
Responses on the LTFU questionnaire indicated that 38 of
83 participants (45.8%) reported taking any medications, 22
of 64 participants (34.4%) reported taking medications specifically for psychiatric or psychological conditions, and 3 of 64
participants (4.7%) reported taking medications specifically
for PTSD (Table 4). Nearly one-third of participants (18 of
64) reported starting new medications since the study. About
94% of participants reported additional MDMA sessions
would have been helpful (from available data) (Table 4), although more data are needed to assess a positive correlation
between wanting more treatment and increases in benefits,
including reduction in PTSD symptoms.
Self-reported use of alcohol and other substances was
assessed at LTFU. At baseline, 32 of 107 participants
(29.9%) reported at least one prior use of Ecstasy. At LTFU,
8 of 83 participants (9.6%) reported having used Ecstasy or
MDMA between treatment exit and long-term follow-up. The
eight participants who reported MDMA or Ecstasy use after
treatment exit indicated that they used it for therapeutic or
recreational purposes. Six of those eight participants had reported Ecstasy use prior to the study. Two participants who
did not report previous use sought Ecstasy after exposure to
MDMA in a clinical trial. Alcohol consumption since study
enrollment decreased among 22 participants (40.0%), stayed
the same for 17 participants (30.9%), and increased for 2 participants (3.6%). Some participants reported greater marijuana
use at LTFU while others reported less use (Table 4).

Discussion
Across six phase 2 studies, participants with moderate to severe PTSD responded well to MDMA-assisted psychotherapy
at treatment exit with decreases in CAPS-IV scores that were
sustained at long-term follow-up. At treatment exit, 82% of
participants exhibited a clinically significant symptom improvement (15 points or more reduction in CAPS-IV total
severity scores) with CAPS-IV total severity scores dropping
on average − 44.8 points such that 56% of participants no
longer met the criteria for PTSD. PTSD symptoms continued
to decrease from treatment exit to long-term follow-up where
CAPS-IV total severity scores dropped further on average by
− 5.2 points, 67% of participants no longer met the PTSD
criteria, and 26% of participants had a clinically significant
improvement since study exit. Additionally, proportions of
participants who reported positive suicidal ideation decreased
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Table 3 Self-reported benefits
and harms on the LTFU
questionnaire at 12-month followup
Any benefits/harms (yes)a
Degree of benefit/harm (1–5)
1 = slight
2
3
4
5 = large benefit/severe harm
Has some or all of the benefit/harm lasted until the present? (yes)
How much of the benefit/harm has lasted?
A = lasted and continued to grow
B=virtually all the benefit/harm has lasted
C = most but not all of the benefit/harm has lasted
D = some but not most of the benefit/harm has lasted
E = only a small amount of the benefit/harm has lasted
Types of benefits/harms (yes)
Increased/lessened general well-being
Fewer/increased nightmares, flashbacks, or intrusive memories
Increased ability to feel/difficulty feeling emotions
Less avoidance of/avoiding people or places
Reduced/increased anxiety
Less excessive/excessive vigilance
Improved sleep/sleep disturbance
Other psychological symptoms
Improved/worsened relationships with spouse, partner, or other family
Improved/worsened relationships in general
Improved/diminished work performance
Enhanced/diminished spiritual life
Increased/decreased self-awareness and understanding
Increased/decreased creativity
Increased/decreased empathy for others
More/less involved in the community/world around me
Improved/worsened mood
Other benefits/harms

Benefits

Harms

(n = 83)

(n = 83)

81 (97.6%)

7 (8.4%)

0b
2 (3.1%)b
5 (7.8%)b
10 (15.6%)b
45 (70.3%)b
59 (92.2%)b

3 (4.7%)b
1 (1.6%)b
2 (3.1%)b
1 (1.6%)b
0b
2 (3.1%)b

33 (53.2%)b
6 (9.6%)b
15 (24.2%)b
5 (8.1%)b
0b

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

70 (84.3%)
59 (71.1%)
61 (73.5%)
57 (68.7%)
57 (68.7%)
60 (72.3%)
55 (66.3%)
16 (25.5%)b
51 (61.5%)
55 (66.3%)
32 (38.6%)

1 (1.2%)
2 (2.4%)
2 (2.4%)
2 (2.4%)
2 (2.4%)
2 (2.4%)
1 (1.2%)
1 (1.6%)b
1 (1.2%)
1 (1.2%)
2 (2.4%)

51 (61.5%)
74 (89.2%)
39 (47.0%)
51 (61.5%)
44 (53.0%)
51 (61.5%)
31 (37.4%)

0
0
2 (2.4%)
0
2 (2.4%)
3 (3.6%)
3 (4.8%) b

Note: MP-2 did not administer a LTFU questionnaire
a

N = 1 participant from MP-8 responded “unsure” to both benefits and harms

b

% calculation using a sample size (denominator) of N = 64 from MP-4, MP-8, MP-9, and MP-12 (excludes MP1)

from approximately 60% at baseline to 24% at LTFU, and one
participant reported serious ideation at LTFU. Overall, these
findings suggest MDMA-assisted psychotherapy consisting
of two to three MDMA-assisted psychotherapy sessions with
appropriate preparation and follow-up might have the potential to sustain clinically significant improvement in PTSD
symptoms at least 1 year post-treatment. Importantly, the conclusions of these data were limited by the lack of a long-term
control group, as all participants had received an active dose
MDMA by LTFU assessment, which limited our ability to

draw conclusions concerning causality. These findings add
to previously published LTFU results from one phase 2 study
(Mithoefer et al. 2013) and provide insights to inform longterm assessment of future trials.
LTFU response rates were high among participants who
received two to three active doses of MDMA: 91 participants
completed CAPS-IV assessments, and 83 participants completed the LTFUQ (which excludes MP2, N = 12). Although
most PTSD symptom improvement occurred by 1 to 2 months
post-treatment, there were further reductions in CAPS-IV total
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Self-reported responses on the LTFU questionnaire

Medications (yes)
Indication = psychological
Indication = PTSD
New since study
Therapy at start of study (yes)
PTSD
Rank 1
Rank 2
Rank 3
Other psychiatric diagnosis
Rank 2
Personal growth/greater self-understanding
Rank 1
Rank 2
Rank 3
Rank 4
Other (specify)
Rank 1
Rank 3
Rank 5
Therapy now (yes)
PTSD
Rank 1
Rank 2
Rank 3
Rank 4
Other psychiatric diagnosis
Rank 4
Personal growth/greater self-understanding
Rank 1
Rank 2
Rank 3
Rank 4
Other (specify)
Rank 2
Rank 5
Substance use
Ecstasy
Street or recreational drugs
Alcohol
Decreased since study
Stayed the same
Increased since study
Marijuana
Decreased since study
Stayed the same
Increased since study
New stressors
Relapse (yes)

N

n (%)

83
64
64
64
83
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
83
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55

38 (45.8%)
22 (34.4%)a
3 (4.7%)a
18 (28.1%)a
53 (63.9%)
26 (47.3%)b
21 (38.3%)b
3 (5.5%)b
2 (3.6%)b
2 (3.6%)b
2 (3.6%)b
21 (38.2%)b
3 (5.5%)b
5 (9.1%)b
9 (16.4%)b
4 (7.3%)b
7 (12.7%)b,c
2 (3.6%)b,c
1 (1.8%)b,c
4 (7.3%)b,c
41 (49.4%)
22 (40.0%)b
17 (30.9%)b
3 (5.5%)b
1 (1.8%)b
1 (1.8%)b
1 (1.8%)b
1 (1.8%)b
21 (38.2%)b
5 (9.1%)b
6 (10.9%)b
9 (16.4%)b
1 (1.8%)b
5 (9.1%)b,d
3 (5.5%)b,d
2 (3.6%)b,d

83
83

8 (9.6%)
33 (39.8%)

55
55
55

22 (40.0%)b
17 (30.9%)b
2 (3.6%)b

55
55
55
64
55

10 (18.2%)b
6 (10.9%)b
10 (18.2%)b
43 (67.2%)a
9 (16.4%)b

Note: MP-2 did not administer a LTFU questionnaire
a

% Calculation using a sample size (denominator) of N = 64 from MP-4,
MP-8, MP-9, and MP-12 (excludes MP-1)
b
% calculation using a sample size (denominator) of N = 55 from MP-4,
MP-8, and MP-12 (excludes MP-1 and MP-9)
c

Rank 1: challenges in adult life healing childhood wounds, help with
marriage, stress of running a business; Rank 3: leaving very physically
abusive husband; Rank 5: depression, sleep, marriage, N/A

d
Rank 2: bodywork, heal and move forward, improve life with family;
Rank 5: N/A

severity scores at LTFU (average of 1.5 years across six studies). Sustained effects of MDMA-assisted psychotherapy
post-treatment were comparable to other PTSD treatments
examined in longitudinal studies, including intensive inpatient
psychotherapy (Johnson et al. 1996), eye movement desensitization (Edmond and Rubin 2004; Hogberg et al. 2008; van
der Kolk et al. 2007; Zimmermann et al. 2007), and cognitivebehavioral and psycho-educational treatments (Dorrepaal
et al. 2010; Solomon et al. 2005). Overall, among enrolled
participants, all of whom previously failed to tolerate or respond to other medications and/or therapies, there was a 7.6%
dropout rate in the treatment period across the six MDMA
phase 2 studies. This falls close to the lower range cited in
the literature for other pharmacotherapies and trauma-focused
psychotherapies (0–79%) (Imel et al. 2013; Lee et al. 2016;
Merz et al. 2019) and below an average reported dropout rate
of 29% (Lee et al. 2016). Additionally, 94% of participants
reported the opinion that more MDMA sessions would be
helpful. The low dropout rate, high follow-up rates, and high
proportion of “yes” responses to additional sessions suggest
treatment tolerability of MDMA-assisted psychotherapy.
In the present analysis, participants received a total of two
or three full active doses of MDMA alongside non-drug therapy sessions over the course of 3 to 4 months. The compound
MDMA changes brain activity to produce subjective effects,
often including an acute sense of well-being, reduction in
anxiety, and less distress when facing unpleasant memories
(Bedi et al. 2009; Carhart-Harris et al. 2014, 2015; Gamma
et al. 2000). In therapeutic settings, MDMA has been described as enhancing emotional memory processing of traumatic memories with greater tolerability (Carhart-Harris et al.
2014; Mithoefer et al. 2013). The pharmacological effects of
MDMA can also produce feelings of trust that can lead to a
strong therapeutic alliance (Dolder et al. 2018), which has
consistently shown to be a greater predictor of outcome than
the type of intervention among available psychotherapy treatments (Ardito and Rabellino 2011). Common reasons for
dropout in other psychiatric treatments include feeling
overwhelmed by intense emotions and having undesired side
effects of medications (Goetter et al. 2015; Mott et al. 2014).
The pharmacologic effects of MDMA administered within a
course of psychotherapy engender a unique therapeutic process that seems to enhance treatment engagement, reduce
treatment discontinuation, and extend treatment effects.
Patient preferences have been shown to influence treatment
refusal, discontinuation, and outcomes (Swift and Callahan
2011; Swift et al. 2017). Given the high prevalence of resistance to available PTSD treatments, MDMA-assisted psychotherapy could offer a novel treatment option that is tolerable,
safe, and efficacious and would provide an additional choice
to those who do not tolerate or respond to other treatments.
There were no indications of abuse potential for MDMA or
other substances including alcohol or marijuana post-
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treatment, although further investigation is needed with adequate study design and sample size (MP-1 and MP-9 data
were not available). Urinary drug screens performed in MP2 were all negative for MDMA at LTFU (Oehen et al. 2013).
In addition to clinically and statistically significant improvements in PTSD symptoms, study participants reported
benefits beyond decreased CAPS scores. Continued improvement several months after completion of MDMA-assisted
psychotherapy might be explained, at least in part, by these
additional benefits and any persistent psychological and interpersonal changes that may have resulted. Some of these benefits were related to underlying symptoms of or reduction of
PTSD, but others such as having an “enhanced spiritual life,”
“increased self-awareness and understanding,” “increased empathy,” and “greater involvement in the community” might be
unique and enduring effects of MDMA-assisted psychotherapy. The majority of participants reported lasting benefits at
LTFU, and over half reported benefits continued to grow,
suggesting participants were able to successfully integrate
therapeutic experiences into their daily lives to cultivate continued healing and growth. Studies drawn from specific phase
2 trials found participants who received active doses of
MDMA were more likely to change facets of personality
(i.e., “openness to experiences”), as assessed by the
Neuroticism Extroversion Openness Inventory (Mithoefer
et al. 2018; Wagner et al. 2017), which might be considered
a deep-rooted transformation. An interview-based qualitative
study of MP-8 participants found enduring benefits including
experiencing greater engagement in new activities, improved
quality of life, and increased openness to further psychotherapy at LTFU (Barone et al. 2019). There is also evidence
suggesting that MDMA-assisted psychotherapy may bolster
posttraumatic growth (Gorman et al. 2020), a person’s sense
of improved intrapersonal, social, and/or spiritual quality of
life as a result of undergoing a traumatic experience (Tedeschi
and Calhoun 1996), with posttraumatic growth still apparent
at LTFU. More studies are needed to support these descriptive
and preliminary findings and elucidate relationships between
MDMA-assisted psychotherapy with long-term improvements on PTSD and other enduring benefits.
There were several limitations to this study including the use
of pooled, open-label, long-term follow-up data that lacked a
control group. The sample consisted of participants across several studies that varied in number of MDMA-assisted psychotherapy sessions, length of time between end of study and
LTFU assessment, location of clinic sites, and in some cases,
study design and methods. For example, the MP-8 study
consisted of veterans and first responders, and MP-9 was conducted in Israel, where the study and assessments were administered in Hebrew. The final MMRM model adjusted for potential covariates including “study” to account for these differences. However, caution is necessary in generalizing results
from these samples to a wider population. Open-label data were
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pooled to examine (i) changes in the primary outcome measure
(CAPS-IV) at comparable time points that included baseline,
treatment exit, and LTFU and (ii) self-reported questionnaire
items at LTFU (LTFUQ). Outcome measures were compared
over time, while questionnaire responses were presented as
descriptive data only. Importantly, the lack of a control group
limited causal inferences between MDMA-assisted psychotherapy and any long-term effects. Specifically, long-term improvements in PTSD symptoms and benefits/harms could be attributed to other factors beyond the study treatment. At LTFU,
approximately 49% of participants reported being in therapy
for any reason (40% specifically for PTSD), and 46% were
taking any medications (5% for PTSD). Therefore, it is possible
that other treatment effects contributed to long-term effects in
post-study treatment.
Approximately 94% of participants reported wanting additional experimental sessions at LTFU. Further study will be
needed to determine whether this might suggest the need for
additional treatment for PTSD or is indicative of a desire to
address other psychological issues or an interest in further
psychological growth and enriched relationships. It might,
however, support the tolerability of, and perhaps even preference for, MDMA-assisted psychotherapy. Another possibility
is that some people may be motivated more by the desire to
experience the pleasurable effects of MDMA than by the
above factors. This possibility cannot be excluded; however,
it is contrary to what study participants have reported and does
not align with the clinical impressions of the therapists who
supported them in this intensive, challenging, and often painful therapeutic work.
There were large differences between the number of those
who reported having any benefits (97.6%) vs. the number
reporting harms (8.4%). Sample bias was not likely given the
relatively high response rates to the LTFUQ. A total of seven
participants indicated experiencing any harms, zero reported any
harms as severe, and two indicated that the harms lasted until the
present (at LTFU). Statistical comparisons were not performed
owing to the small number of participants who reported any
harms. However, a preliminary subset analysis indicated all seven participants reported at least one benefit from study participation; six of the seven participants showed a clinically meaningful reduction of PTSD symptoms at treatment exit (86%),
and five of the seven participants at LTFU (71%).

Conclusion
Overall findings from the present analyses support MDMAassisted psychotherapy as an efficacious treatment for PTSD
with symptom improvements that were sustained at 1 to
3.8 years pos-treatment. These findings corroborate and expand preliminary results from the first phase 2 trial of this
treatment (Mithoefer et al. 2013). Self-reported benefits
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outweighed the frequency of harms, and there were no indications of abuse potential of MDMA/Ecstasy or other substances among participants following treatment. Results suggest possible long-term benefits beyond PTSD symptom reduction and therefore warrant further investigation.
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